UKR - UKRAINIAN

UKR 1010 Elementary Ukrainian Cr. 4
Sounds, spelling, vocabulary, forms, syntax as a basis for reading and conversation. Offered Fall.
Course Material Fees: $5

UKR 1020 Elementary Ukrainian Cr. 4
Continuation of UKR 1010. Offered Winter.
Prerequisites: ([UKR 1010 with a minimum grade of D-])
Course Material Fees: $5

UKR 2010 (FC) Intermediate Ukrainian Cr. 4
Study in-depth of structure and syntax based on reading. Oral and written practice. Offered Fall.
Prerequisites: ([UKR 1020 with a minimum grade of D-])
Course Material Fees: $5

UKR 2020 Intermediate Ukrainian II Cr. 4
Continuation of objectives begun in UKR 1020, at a more advanced level. Offered Winter.
Prerequisites: ([UKR 2010 with a minimum grade of D-])
Course Material Fees: $5

UKR 2030 Ukrainian Conversation Cr. 2
Course dedicated to developing Ukrainian oral language skills through intensive speaking and listening practice. Offered Fall, Winter.
Restriction(s): Enrollment is limited to Undergraduate level students.

UKR 3410 (FC) New Soil, Old Roots: The Immigrant Experience Cr. 3
Armenian, German, Jewish, Polish, Russian and Ukrainian immigration to the United States, its effects on the cultures (language, literature, religion, politics, music, art and theatre) of these ethnic groups and its influence upon American culture. Offered Fall.
Equivalent: ARM 3410, GER 3410, POL 3410, RUS 3410, SLA 3410

UKR 3700 The Changing Face of Europe Cr. 1-2
Special topics relating to Central, Eastern and Western Europe. Offered Irregularly.
Equivalent: ARM 3700, GER 3700, POL 3700, RUS 3700, SLA 3700

UKR 3800 Topics in Slavic Studies Cr. 3
Special topics relating to Slavic languages, literatures and cultures, such as drama, the Gulag, and contemporary Slavic culture. Offered Yearly.
Equivalent: POL 3800, RUS 3810, SLA 3800
Repeatable for 9 Credits

UKR 3990 Directed Study Cr. 1-3
For students desiring additional work in the language at the intermediate level; for programs of work not included in scheduled courses, either language or literature. Offered Every Term.
Repeatable for 6 Credits

UKR 5990 Directed Study Cr. 1-3
For students who wish credit for program of work not included in regularly scheduled courses, either in language or in literature. Offered for undergraduate credit only. Offered Every Term.
Restriction(s): Enrollment is limited to Undergraduate level students.
Repeatable for 12 Credits